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Fleet ManageMent 
At its best
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WEBFLEET SOLUTIONS

ACHieVe 
MORe  
tOgetHeR.

Webfleet Solutions is Business Unit dedicated to fleet 
management and vehicle telematics. We are one of 
the world’s leading telematics solution providers with 
hundreds of thousands of subscriptions worldwide.

We service businesses in more than 60 countries, providing our customers the 
industry’s strongest local support network and widest range of sector-specific 3rd party 
applications and integrations. Tens of thousands of customers benefit every day from 
the high standards of security, quality and availability of our ISO 27001:2013 certified 
service, re-audited in June 2015.

WEBFLEET is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution, used by businesses to improve 
vehicle performance, help to save fuel, support drivers and help to increase overall  
fleet efficiency.

Our partner network is unique in the industry. It includes resellers, installation partners 
and authorised business partners to help you integrate WEBFLEET into your office 
applications. Together with our partners we ensure that our customers get the most 
from WEBFLEET.

Webfleet Solutions helps you keep moving towards new business goals. Wherever your 
drivers are, WEBFLEET keeps your team connected, so we can achieve more together.

FLEET MaNagEMENT 

You CAn’t mAnAge  
wHat yOu can’t 
MeasuRe. 

That’s why, whether you have a fleet of five vehicles – or five 
thousand – you’ll know just how important fleet management  
is to your business. 

Fleet ManageMent is changing the way we work 

Fleet management systems provide you with the information you need to manage your vehicles.  
They inform you where your vehicles are at any point in time, what they are doing, and how well  
they are doing it. 

This information enables companies to better organise their fleets. and in the process, it enables  
them to improve customer service, helps them to reduce costs and enables them to show evidence  
for their compliance. It also enables them to increase driver safety and minimise their impact on  
the environment.

WEBFLEET is our world-class fleet management solution. It is trusted by over tens of thousands of 
businesses around the world, helping their fleets and drivers achieve more together.

By connecting your office with your vehicles and drivers on the road, WEBFLEET will enable you 
to see – in real-time – all your fleet operations such as, vehicle location, mileage driven (automated 
logbook), fuel usage, driving behaviour, working hours, order status and much more.

This information is displayed on real-time maps, an easy-to-use dashboard and in detailed reports.  
It is this information that enables you to make the right decisions, based on the right facts, about  
your business. 

WEBFLEET will assist you in managing your business better and is how we can help you achieve more.
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WEBFLEET

Manage your entire fleet operations from the comfort  
of your desk. WEBFLEET helps your team work better together 
– so you can make smarter decisions. Wherever your drivers are, 
our online fleet management service keeps your team connected.

WEBFLEET is one of the world’s leading Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) fleet management 
solutions. No matter how big – or small – your business, WEBFLEET can help to improve vehicle 
performance, save fuel, support drivers and, with enhanced visibility of your data, contribute to 
increased overall fleet efficiency.

The complete fleet management solution includes:

• Maps - Real-time view of vehicle locations and live traffic information

• DashboarD - Spot trends as they happen

• reporting  - Instant access to historical information

• Mobile apps - Fleet management on-the-go

•  Data priVaCY anD seCUritY - ISO 27001:20013  certified service  
fulfills the highest standards of security, quality and availability

VehiCle traCking
Improve your fleet management with a system that tracks 
your vehicles in real-time

Fleet optiMisation
Efficiently optimise your fleet using reports, real-time 
dashboard information and other tools

workForce ManageMent
Deliver dynamic communication between your office and 
drivers out on the road

green anD saFe DriVing
Empower your drivers to drive safer and more eco-friendly 

bUsiness integration
Provide a comprehensive and fully-connected fleet and 
workforce management solution by integrating WEBFLEET 
with your back-office applications

We believe that an effective fleet management 
solution can impact your business positively,  
and support you in the following areas:

bringing Your 
teaM clOseR.
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VEhIcLE TRackINgAlwAYs know 
wHeRe yOuR 
veHicles aRe.

Benefits of vehicle tracking 

Improve your fleet management with the 
vehicle tracking system that lets you locate 
your vehicles in real-time. With WEBFLEET’s 
easy-to-use interface you can register the 
time, mileage and location of all your vehicles 
both in real-time and historically.

real-tiMe VehiCle traCking
Whether your drivers are parked or on the move, get their location 
with WEBFLEET. By identifying the best located driver for a new 
assignment, you can get to your customers faster and minimise time 
spend on the road.

inForMatiVe traCing
Identify where to make savings by tracing previous trips. Trace the 
journey from start to end, and receive information on the vehicle’s 
speed and number of stops made.

instant, DireCt alerts
WEBFLEET receives alerts instantly when a vehicle enters or leaves 
a previously designated area or geo-zone. alerts can be delivered via 
automatic email notifications or directly to WEBFLEET.

reliable Mileage registration (LOgBOOk)
Minimise your admin time with automatic registration of private and 
business mileage. Your drivers can use their smartphone or their 
PRO driver terminal to add details to their journey, including: type, 
purpose, contact, and more.

Provides accountability gives insights Is reliable Is universally applicable

For internal management, 
external authorities and 

customers.

Use reports to get insights 
easily and improve quickly.

know where your vehicles 
are, at all times.

For every company,  
for every vehicle.
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FLEET OPTIMISaTIONmAke better  
Fleet deCisions 
witH extensive 
RepORting.

Enhanced analysis leads to better 
business results. With reports and real-
time dashboard information, WEBFLEET 
gives you the tools to efficiently optimise 
your fleet – at all times.

inForMatiVe, CUstoMiseD kpis 
WEBFLEET’s dashboard updates all your customised kPIs in 
real-time, helping you optimise your fleet wherever you are. 
kPIs on service, productivity, driving behaviour and fuel 
indicators can all be configured to your needs, enabling you to 
spot trends, benchmark your performance and identify areas 
for improvement. 

extensiVe Fleet ManageMent reports 
WEBFLEET’s rich reporting capabilities include one of the 
industry’s most comprehensive set of ready-made reports, 
providing detailed insights into the activities of both 
individuals and the fleet. 
The customised reports let you highlight specific information 
- when you need it. and reports can be scheduled to run 
automatically or can be downloaded on demand.

Benefits of fleet optimisation

Prove performance Receive instant 
notifications

get insights Make smarter  
decisions

See your fleet performance 
and kPIs at a glance.

Stay informed, no matter 
where you are.

capture results and prove 
your performance.

Make effective decisions 
based on real-time 

information to make your 
business more efficient.
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WORkFORcE MaNagEMENTbetter 
CommuniCAtion 
FOR dRiveRs 
and tHe OFFice.

Delivering dynamic communication 
between your office and drivers out 
on the road, WEBFLEET keeps your 
business flexible. So your team and your 
customers are happy, wherever they are.

Job anD orDer workFlow
WEBFLEET sends new job and order details to your 
workforce’s driver terminals, providing real-time status 
updates and fully automated reports. It makes workforce 
management easy, and with expected arrival times delivered 
directly to your office, you can efficiently plan your next job, 
assigning the correct job to the correct driver.

best-in-Class naVigation with webFleet 
traFFic
Webfleet Solutions’ best-in-class navigation ensures your 
drivers have the latest maps and information. WEBFLEET 
Traffic provides precise, accurate and up-to-date traffic details, 
enabling your drivers to take the fastest route to the next job, 
so they can arrive on time.   

aUtoMate working tiMe registration
Enhance productivity by reducing admin time with 
WEBFLEET’s automated working time registration process.

Benefits of workforce management

Increased productivity Flexible service happy customers happy team

automated administration 
processes means more 
time for priority tasks.

Make your service more 
flexible and reliable.

Be on time and increase 
your customer service 

performance.

Relieve stress and save 
time for the things that 

matter.
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gREEN aND SaFE DRIVINgHelP to  
imProVe driVing 
BeHaviOuR and 
save On Fuel.

*  Coasting means keeping the car moving, without accelerating, whilst the 
car remains in gear. You should not travel whilst the car is out of gear or 
with the clutch depressed. This is dangerous as it reduces driver control.

Empower your drivers to drive more safely 
and in a more environmentally-friendly 
way with WEBFLEET. 

Monitor FUel Usage anD Carbon eMissions
Real-time and historical insight into your fleet’s fuel consumption 
and emissions allows you to spot trends or anomalies, and with 
fuel and carbon reporting you can compare performance.

know YoUr VehiCles are well MaintaineD
With WEBFLEET you’ll be notified if a vehicle has diagnostic 
troubles and you can plan maintenance tasks based on real-time 
mileage information.

help to optiMise Fleet perForManCe 
We know that responsible driving helps reduce the total costs 
of vehicle ownership, so continuously improving your fleet’s 
performance is vital. 
From there, we developed optiDrive 360, our award winning 
solution, helping drivers adopt a responsible driving style, with 
tailored insights delivered straight to the fleet manager’s and 
driver’s dashboards. What’s more, it delivers real-time feedback 
and driving advice before, during, and after the trip.  
OptiDrive 360 allows you to actively manage driver behaviour 
with tailored insights on eight driving performance indicators: 
Speeding, constant speed, Driving events, coasting*, Idling, 
green speed, Fuel and gear shifting.

Benefits of green and safe driving

cut costs Safer driving Less carbon green credentials

Eco driving is one of the 
smartest ways to reduce 

fuel cost.

helps to improve driving 
behaviour and keep 

vehicles well maintained.

You are enabled to reduce 
your carbon emissions 

with eco driving.

contribute to your 
commitment of being 

environmentally 
responsible.
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BUSINESS INTEgRaTIONintegrAte witH  
Your existing 
Back OFFice 
systeMs.

WEBFLEET integrates seamlessly with your 
current software and mobile applications, giving 
you a comprehensive and fully-connected fleet 
and workforce management solution.

allowing you to access all data through your existing systems, from mobile 
workforce and vehicle information to mobile data. WEBFLEET integrates 
with the application software you are currently using such as, ERP, cRM, 
routing, planning, dispatching and more. With the help of Webfleet 
Solutions and our wide network of trusted software and hardware alliance 
partners, you can:
• Access dozens of existing partner applications
• Implement your solution quickly and easily
• Benefit from Webfleet Solutions’ world-class API – WEBFLEET.connect

app Center
The industry’s largest selection of integrated apps. Thousands of 
companies have already integrated third party applications with 
WEBFLEET’s fleet management data, so whether you want to integrate 
WEBFLEET data with your office, in-vehicle or mobile applications – or vice 
versa – we have it covered.

webFleet apis
Our three powerful aPIs help boost your business:

WEBFLEET.connect - Integrate WEBFLEET with your office applications.

LINK.connect - connect with third party Bluetooth devices and transmit 
data from the field to your back office.

PRO.connect - customise every step of  workflow, with mobile apps on the 
PRO 8 series driver terminal.

Business integration benefits 

The Bluetooth word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned 
by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Webfleet Solutions 
is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their 
respective owners.

Boost applications Fast integration app center Work smarter

Benefit from a fully-
connected fleet and 

workforce management 
solution.

Implement your solution 
quickly and easily.

access one of the 
industry’s richest suite of 
integrated applications.

customise your workflow, 
both on the road and in the 

office.
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DYnaMiC sCheDUling For haUlage CoMpanies
Optimise your dispatching process with remaining drive time 
information. WEBFLEET’s up-to-date information allows you to 
dynamically improve your planning for optimum scheduling.

CoMplianCe with working anD DriVing tiMes
WEBFLEET Tachograph Manager makes it easy for your truckers 
on the road and team in the office to remotely download, 
analyse and archive trip data – directly from your truck’s digital 
tachograph. 

aDDitional VehiCle insights
WEBFLEET lets you connect to your truck’s FMS to detect fuel 
level anomalies, as well as check your drivers’ RPM and PTOs.

the best tools For YoUr trUCkers
Make life on the road easier for your drivers with truck-specific 
routing, world-class WEBFLEET Traffic information and an 
unbeatable WEBFLEET connection. PRO 8275 TRUck combines 
the latest navigation and fleet management technology to keep 
your business moving. 

Empower your drivers with:
• Ruggedised and fully-customisable driver terminal with 7” screen

• Truck-specific navigation and WEBFLEET Traffic

• Digital workflow customised to suit your procedures

• Rear-view camera

• NFC/RFID technology on board

• Barcode scanning, digital signature capture and driver ID

hEaVY gOODS VEhIcLESsolutions For 
long HAulAge 
and passengeR 
tRanspORt.

We empower businesses to maxismise the efficiency of their trucks 
and drivers with dynamic dispatching, and give them the tools to 
stay compliant with driving and working time regulations.

Benefits of truck navigation 

Width height Weight haZMaT

a truck specific routing algorithm that favors main roads over small ones, avoids small streets, sharp turns and U-turns as 
much as possible. also includes custom access restriction settings for dimension, weight and hazardous materials.
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LINk 105 PRO driver terminals 

The vehicle telematics 
device that delivers 
real-time data such as 
fuel consumption, cO2 
emissions and engine 
diagnostics.

Our PRO driver terminals feature job workflow management, working hour registration and much more.
With PRO driver terminals your drivers can benefit from our world-class navigation and traffic information 
technologies, helping to ensure that they arrive at their destinations quicker and safer. and with 
WEBFLEET they can easily record working hours, manage their job assignments and – most importantly – 
help them drive more efficiently.

PRODUcT OVERVIEW

All You need to stAY 
ConneCted witH Your 
veHicles and dRiveRs.

VehiCle teleMatiCs DeViCes

The easiest way to drive more efficiently. 

LINk 201 LINk 410 LINk 510 

Entry level vehicle 
tracking device with easy 
self-installation via the  
OBD II port.

Reliable passenger car  
and light commercial  
vehicle tracking. 

For advanced integration 
into the vehicle using the 
FMS connection, add-on 
options include: external gPS 
antennas, digital tachograph 
and more.

Our products are designed to help your teams work better together. We 

connect your vehicles and mobile workforce to the office so you can make 

smarter decisions. How do we do that? Simple, we make connecting easy. 

Easy for drivers, easy for dispatchers and easy for management.

link VehiCle traCking DeViCes

The LINk vehicle tracking devices give you far more than just positioning data. Your vehicles stay 
connected to your business with additional insights on driving behaviour, engine diagnostics and more 
information in and around the vehicle.


